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no-trace
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9.6 billion
people by 2050

3
planets

sustainable consumption and production aims at “doing more and better
with less”, increasing net welfare
gains from economic activities by reducing resource use, degradation and
pollution along the whole lifecycle,
while increasing the quality of life.
this involves different stakeholders,
including businesses, consumers, policy makers, researchers, scientists,
retailers, media, and development
cooperation agencies, and others.

Should the global population reach
9.6 billion by 2050, the equivalent of almost three planets would
be required to provide the natural
resources needed to sustain
current lifestyles.
—united nations
www.un.org
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our
commitment
to minimizing
the carbon
footprint
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enviromental
experts estimate
that “six trees per
year” are required
to offset the co2
emissions generated
during the
manufacturing of
one pair of
shoes

co2 emisions

six pinus pinae
per year
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only “one tree” for
our fabiolas no-trace
be sustainable!

co

2

co2 emisions

one pinus pinae
per year
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locally produced,
top quality,
hand-stitched and, on
top of that, with a
strong sense of social
responsibility
leave no-trace!

sewing a pair takes
about 20 minutes
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live cycle
assessment

fabiolas no-trace are the
result of an exhaustive ecodesign project developed by
calzados zel´s and the footwear
technology center of la rioja
(ctcr).

disposal

materials

the aim was to develop a new shoe
line with minimal environmental
impact.
the life cycle assessment (lca)
carried out on the components of
a conventional espadrille show
that the outsole counts for 77%
of the impact, whereas the upper,
packaging and insole count for
just 23% of the impact.

consumer
use
manufacturing

distribution

the whole concept of the shoe
has completely been redesigned,
incorporating recycled materials,
natural fibers and innovative
processes. the resulting fabiolas
no-trace have better technical
properties and are environmentally friendlier.
—footwear technology center of
la rioja (ctcr)
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outsoles

1. hand stitched:
>sewing a pair takes about
20 minutes and it is the
most technical and difficult part in elaborating
the shoe. hereby the shoe
gains in strength and
authenticity

the carbon footprint
of the outsole is
reduced by

77%

2. braid of jute:
>100% biodegradable,
recyclable and harmless
to the environment

3. scrap tyres:
>high strength and
resistance to abrasion
and tear. Anti slip
properties

carcinogens

resp. organics

radiation

ozone layer

land use

minerals

resp. inorganics

climate change

ecotoxicity

acidification/
eutrophication

fossil fuels

800
700
600

4. recycled materials:
>cork granulate and
recycled foams

mPt

500
400

1. hand-stitched

300

2. outer braid made of jute

200

3. scrap tyres

100

4. recycled materials

0
lca outsoles
fabiolas no-trace

lca outsoles
conventional fabiolas

001
pineapple

upper

002
tyre

outsole

upper

piñatextm:
hand-stitched

>breathable, soft,
light and very high
resistance

recycled materials

76%

outsole

scrap tyres:

>a unique natural and
sustainable textile
made from pineapple
leaves fibres

with this model the
carbon footprint is
reduced by
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outer braid made of jute
scrap tyres

1000

>high strength and
resistance to abrasion and tear

500
250
0
no-trace

conventional

outer braid made of jute
scrap tyres

>anti slip properties

with this model the
carbon footprint is
reduced by

750

hand-stitched

78%

recycled materials

1000
750
500
250
0
no-trace

conventional

003
wood-skin

upper

004
cr-free

outsole

upper

wood-skin:
hand-stitched
outer braid made of jute
scrap tyres
recycled materials

65%

outsole

chrome-free leather:

>an eco-innovative
material made of wood
panels with laser
micro-incisions

with this model the
carbon footprint is
reduced by
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1000

>eco-friendly leather
obtained through
vegetable tanning
with low impact on
the environment

with this model the
carbon footprint is
reduced by

750
500
250
0
no-trace

conventional

72%

hand-stitched
outer braid made of jute
scrap tyres
recycled materials

1000
750
500
250
0
no-trace

conventional

005
re-textil

upper

outsole

100% recycled textil:
>textile made of
100% recycled cotton
and polyester of pet
bottles

hand-stitched

>this textile
contributes towards
circular economy

recycled materials

with this model the
carbon footprint is
reduced by

74%

outer braid made of jute
scrap tyres

1000
750
500
250
0
no-trace

conventional
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i leave no trace of wings in the air, but i am glad i have had my flight.
—rabindranath tagore

fabiolas no-trace developed
in collaboration with the
footwear technology center
of la rioja (ctcr)
best eco-design project award in
the area of design, awarded by ied
madrid, in its first edition for
the year 2016

hand-crafted in spain
www.fabiolas.es

our
commitment
to minimizing
the carbon
footprint

calzados zels s.l.
pol. ind. roturo, 4 nave, 26511
el villar de arnedo
la rioja (spain)
+34 941 15 91 40
info@calzadoszels.com

